How to Share a Pinterest Board

Once you know how to create boards while sharing a pin (also known as an item you’re saving) to Pinterest, you can open boards to people you know so they can contribute links and images to the same topic.

1. Add a pin to the board you want to share. (The steps are available in earlier TEK trainings.)
2. Go to your personal drop-down menu (in the upper right-hand corner of Pinterest) and choose “Boards.”
3. Click on the word “Edit” at the bottom of the board you want to invite additional users.

4. Near the bottom of the edit box, you can add the email address to anyone else you want to invite to the board.
You might want to ask your pinning partner what email he or she uses on Pinterest to the invite reaches him or her. Pinterest will not allow you to invite a person without using his or her email that is affiliated with his or her Pinterest account. Be sure to hit “Invite” so the message is sent to the additional Pinterest user or users.

5. Once the other Pinterest user or users accept your invitation, you can all share pins to the same board.
6. Have fun!